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Abstract

In a cellular network, a Mobile Host (MH) is said to
be partitioned if it gets out of transmission range of
the Base Station (BS) backbone netw ork.Rapid and
eÆcient reco veryfrom MH partitioning is desirable,
especially in Rapidly Deployable Netw orks (RDNs) in
which BS mobility aggravates the partitioning prob-
lem. RDNs consist of Mobile Base Stations (MBSs)
connected by high bandwidth wireless links. Routing
in RDNs must account for the instability of the MBS
backbone as well as the frequent partitioning of the
MHs due to MBS displacement or failure. We view
the MBS backbone as a low mobility ad-hoc netw ork,
where connectivity can be maintained through suit-
able routing schemes for ad-hoc networks. We propose
a clustering algorithm for quick and eÆcient reco very
from MHpartitioning inwhic h thecluster heads are
gateways to other MBSs. This algorithm simpli�es the
cluster formation and maintenance process and at the
same time ensures low message and time complexity.

1 Introduction

Cellular wireless netw orks divide a geographical area
into smaller regions, called cells. Each cell has a Base
Station (BS) that is responsible for all Mobile Hosts
(MHs) in its area. We classify an MH as partitioned
if it can not reac h any BS. P artitioningof MHs can
arise due to BS failure, which w ouldrender all the
MHs in its cell as partitioned, or simply due to MH
movement out of transmission range of the BS net-
w ork. Rapidly Deployable Netw orks(RDNs) are spe-
cialised cellular netw orks suitable for tactical and dis-
aster reco very operations [5][6]. In these netw orks, the
base stations themselves are mobile, further aggravat-
ing the MH partitioning problem.
Rapid and eÆcient reco very from thiscondition is

highly desirable, especially so in RDNs considering
its critical applications. The algorithm that w epro-
pose for recovery from MH partitioning deals with the
RDN system model since this problem is more pro-
nounced and critical in such net works. How ever, the
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algorithm can be directly extended to any cellular net-
w ork in which MH partitioning is a concern. Any
routing mechanism employed for RDNs must main-
tain MBS backbone netw ork connectivity and account
for MH partitioning. We view the MBS backbone as
a low mobility ad-hoc route, and hence suggest the
use of existing routing schemes to provide connectiv-
ity. To achieve quick and eÆcient recovery from MH
partitioning in RDNs, we propose a Gateway Routing
mechanism which forms clusters of partitioned MHs
with gateway hosts (MHs within one or two hops aw ay
from neighboring MBSs) serving as Cluster He ads

(CHs). These CHs are responsible for routing mes-
sages betw een the cluster MHs and the nearest MBS.
Gateway Routing incorporates an eÆcient cluster for-
mation and maintenance mechanism that distributes
the routing overhead amongst neighboring MBSs and
localizes the MH partitioning e�ect as far as possible.

2 System model and assump-
tions

The system model for RDNs is shown in Figure 1. It
is a hybrid of the classical cellular network model and
a pure ad-hoc netw ork model.The system consists of
a set of MBSs and MHs. The MBSs are more pow erful
than the MHs in terms of processor speed, memory,
energy supply etc. An MH can communicate with
other hosts through a wireless link connected to the
nearest MBS. How ev er,unlike cellular net w orks,the
MBSs are also mobile thus precluding the possibility
of a wireline MBS backbone netw ork.
Also, during our discussion we assume that the MBS

bac kbone is a connected graph at all times and there
exists a reliable link layer protocol that can detect MH
partitioning from the MBS netw ork.

3 E�ect of MBS Mobility on
Routing

MBS mobility is primarily responsible for the follow-
ing:

� MBS netw ork backbone recon�guration
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Figure 1: RDN System Model

� MH partitioning

3.1 MBS network backbone recon�gu-
ration

If the mobility patterns of MBSs are not controlled,
the backbone can be disrupted resulting in route fail-
ures. Due to MBS movement, signal strength dimin-
ishes and inter-MBS links can break. The backbone,
ho wever, will be reasonably stable in most application
scenarios, due to controlled movement of the MBSs.

3.2 MH Partitioning

While MH partitioning is of concern in most wireless
net w orks, the problem is even more serious in RDNs.
The combined e�ect of MH and MBS mobility would
result in frequent MH partitioning. Moreover, in many
RDN applications a large group of MHs can get par-
titioned (bulk partitioning) on account of an MBS's
inability to move to a speci�c location or simply be-
cause the MBS may have crashed or been destroyed.
This is illustrated in Figure 2.

4 Proposed Solution

As discussed in the previous section, the MBS bac k-
bone can be viewed as a low mobility ad-hoc netw ork
of MBSs that routes messages betw een MHs connected
to them. Though low mobility is not a requirement,
it is the most likely case given the high MBS signal
strength and the need to control MBS mobility pat-
terns.
If the MHs do not get partitioned, an eÆcient rout-

ing sc heme for ad-hoc netw orks on the MBS backbone
will suÆce. Since, in most applications, MBS mo-
bilit y is expected to belo w and predictable, demand
based routing schemes (as opposed to topology ex-
change based schemes) will be the most e�ective.

4.1 Recov eryfrom MH partitioning

Any routing mechanism used for RDNs should not
only ensure quic kreco veryfrom a partitioned state
but also shield this transient e�ect from the rest of
the netw ork as far as possible.
A cluster based scheme could be used which satis-

�es the above requirements. The objectives of such a
cluster based scheme are enumerated below:

1. T oprovide connectivity to the partitioned MHs
as soon as possible.

2. To preven t loading the partitioned netw ork with
irrelevant location tracking queries.

3. To avoid having a single point of failure.

4. T o force neighboring MBSs to share responsibility
for partitioned MHs and

5. To ensure a low overhead on the cluster formation
and maintenance process.

Consider the following tw o in tuitiv e clustering
schemes that can be employed in the partitioned re-
gion.

� Single Cluster Head

In this case, there exists a single CH responsible
for all the MHs in the partitioned region. Thus,
there is a single point of failure. Also, a dis-
tributed leader election algorithm has to be ex-
ecuted to elect the CH. Once the CH is elected, it
appoints the gateway hosts. All routing queries
have to be answered by the CH which collects
neighborhood information from other MHs and
handles routing within the cluster as well as rout-
ing outside the cluster through an appropriate
gateway.

� Multiple Cluster Heads

In this scheme, a bac kbone of CHs is formed.
There is no single point of failure and responses
to routing queries can be obtained more quickly .
How ev er, the CH selection process and backbone
maintenance overhead is high.

Also, in both the cases mentioned abo ve,location
tracking queries en ter the partitioned net w ork,thus
unnecessarily loading these low bandwidth links.

4.1.1 Gateway Routing

We propose a cluster based routing scheme that ef-
fectively reco vers from single/bulk MH partitioning
and satis�es the routing objectives stated above. This
model is an extension of the CH backbone model ex-
cept that in this case, the presence of backbone links
is not mandatory and the CHs are the gateways to

neighboring MBSs. If on partitioning, the MHs reduce
their pow erlevels (as is typical in ad-hoc networks),
the maximum number of hops to reach any MH in the
cluster would typically be around 3 or 4 while on the
other hand, if they retain their power levels, it would
be around 1 or 2. Thus, eac h cluster rooted at the CH
(say G) is in the form of a short tree of MHs. The
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Figure 3: Cluster formation in Gateway Routing

partitioned region, as shown in Figure 5, would hence
consist of a forest of trees rooted at the gateways such
that this forest contains all the partitioned MHs.

Routing Algorithm The gateway routing algo-
rithm is initiated by the MHs in the event of par-
titioning. Each MH is associated with a status ag
that could be set to either connected or partitioned

depending on its connectivity status.

1. All MHs, except for those identi�ed in step 2, set
their status ags to partitioned and enter a passive
listen phase waiting to hear from active MHs.

2. On losing connectivity with their MBS, if an MH
can reach a neighboring MBS in one or two hops,
it declares itself as a gateway. Note that MHs
that are tw ohops aw ay froman MBS can elect
themselves as gateways only if the in termediate
hop is through an MH in another cell.

3. These gateway MHs enter an activ e phase and
declare themselves as CHs.

4. The non-gatewayMHs set their status ag topar-
titione dand enter a passive listen phase waiting
to hear from active MHs.

5. The gateways initiate a Breadth First Search
(BFS) algorithm to form a tree rooted at them-
selves.

6. They broadcast a JOIN ME (Gateway Id,
MBS Id, hop count). Here, MBS Id represents
the identity of the MBS the gateway is connected
to while hop count value represents the height of
the tree formed so far. Note that these JOIN ME
messages will be discarded if they exceed a thresh-
old number of hops. This threshold value will de-
pend on the power levels of the partitioned MHs.

7. Other gateway MHs discard any JOIN ME mes-
sages they may receiv eduring the initialization
phase.

8. When a partitioned MH receives a JOIN MEmes-
sage, it sets its status ag to connected, and marks
the message source as its parent, i:e: it joins the
tree.

9. Once a tree cannot gro w further, all MH iden-
tities in the tree, starting at the leaf nodes, are
convergecast to the root gateway.

10. Each gateway G registers this MH list with the
associated MBS. The MBS is now responsible for
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routing messages for the MHs through the corre-
sponding gateway.

11. When a tree link is disrupted, the child MH
loses connectivity. It therefore resets its status
to partitioned and broadcasts a HELP (Previ-
ous Gateway Id) message containing its previous
gateway identity. This HELP message is also as-
sociated with a threshold number of hops after
which the message will be discarded by an inter-
mediate MH. The subtree of MHs rooted at this
MH (saym) will learn about this partitioning and
will set their own status to partitioned. They will
then broadcast HELP messages as well, to regain
connectivity. If MH m can quickly connect to the
netw ork, its c hildren need not be noti�ed and the
entire subtree can connect to a new root MH.

12. If a partitioned MH receiv es a HELP message
from its neighbor, it records this information and
aw aits a response for its own HELP message. On
connecting, it sends a JOIN ME message to this
neighbor. If a connected MH receives a HELP
message, it will respond with a JOIN ME and
discard the HELP message.

13. The partitioned MHs on receiving JOIN ME mes-
sages, will join the tree with minimum height and
set their status ag once again to connected. This
information is propagated to the gateway CH,
which in turn registers the MH with its corre-
sponding MBS.

Thus, an initial set of clusters are formed. How ev er,
the clusters in the failed MBS's cell change due to MH
mobility. Movement of an MH out of its old cluster
into the vicinity of a new cluster results in hand-o�.

Handling MH hand-o� Hand-o� of an MH be-
tw een the partitioned netw orkand an MBS can be
handled in the regular way involving a hand-o� mes-
sage exchange betw een the new and old MBS. Hand-
o� of an MH betw een theclusters (within the parti-
tioned netw ork) will occur frequently and the eÆcient
handling of such hand-o�s is very critical in order to
prevent high message transmission overhead.
Gateway routing uses a hier archical hand-o�

scheme that aims to minimize MBS netw orkpartic-
ipation for intra-cluster hand-o�s.

� Hand-o� transparent to gateways and
MBS network

Consider a partitioned MH m which broadcasts
HELP messages in order to get connected to an
MBS through a gateway. Subsequently, it will re-
ceive JOIN ME messages from other connected
MHs. MH m can then choose to connect to
the tree with the smallest height. Besides con-
necting to the new tree, if the MH receiv es a
JOIN ME message from its old tree, it will ac-
knowledge this message too and establish a re-

dundant route through its old gateway. Mainte-
nance of suc h redundant routes within the clus-
ter will make the hand-o� process transparent to

the gateways since no w there is no information
exchange between the old and new gateway.

� Hand-o� transparent to MBS network but
not to gateways

During the initialization phase, when the trees are
formed, the gateway MHs can piggyback Route
Discovery packets along with the JOINME mes-
sages. Ad-hoc routes to other gateways can thus
be disco veredand cac hed if the route length is
acceptable for maintenance. When an MH m

hands-o� into a new tree altogether and can not
reach any host of its old tree directly (from Figure
6(a)), the new gateway (G1) can use a previously
disco vered ad-hoc route to inform the old gateway
(G2). The hand-o� process is thus transparent to
the MBS netw ork.

� Hand-o� not transparent to MBS network

At the last lev el of thehierarc hy, when thenew
gateway can not reach the old gateway through an
ad-hoc route, the hand-o� message exchange will
occur along the MBS network. Figure 6(b) shows
this hand-o� message exchange betw eenMBS1
and MBS2.

Thus, this hand-o� mechanism is hierarchical in
that it requires gateway or MBS participation at dif-
ferent levels of the hand-o� scheme as explained above.
Note that if the overhead of a three-level hand-o� is
unacceptable, it can be reduced to tw olev els where
the gateways always exc hange hand-o� information
through the MBS network.

F eatures

1. No distributed algorithm is needed for electing
the CHs.

2. Each cluster is organized as a simple short tree,
the formation and maintenance of which is easy .

3. Single and bulk MH partitioning is handled in the
same generic way.

4. Minimizes MBS netw ork participation during
intra-cluster hand-o�.

5. Satis�es all the previously stated objectives for
an e�ective clustering mechanism.

5 Related Work

Since the MBS net w orkcan be viewed as an ad-hoc
net w ork,several routing schemes proposed for con-
ventional ad-hoc netw orks become relevant in RDNs.
Some of the prominent routing schemes for ad-hoc net-
w orksinclude destination sequenced distance vector
routing (DSDV) [4], routing using a virtual backbone
[1], dynamic source routing [2] and cluster based rout-
ing [3 ].
Distance vector or link state based algorithms rely

on exc hange of topological information betw een the
MHs. In DSDV, a route is always available for use and
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Figure 4: MBS Netw ork Transparent and Non-transparent Hand-o�s

communication establishment dela y is small. How-
ever, the topology information exc hange overhead is
high, especially in RDNs, where the ad-hoc MBS net-
w ork is expected to be characterized by low mobility
and reasonably controlled movement. The same argu-
ment applies to link state routing schemes.
In the virtual backbone based routing scheme for

ad-hoc netw orks, a minimum cost dominating set
(MCDS) of nodes is iden ti�ed. Though this scheme
ensures a very small route disco very time,there is a
high overhead in maintaining the backbone proper-
ties. Also, it does not exploit the capability di�erence
betw een an MBS and an MH.
Dynamic Source Routing[2] allo ws routes to be dis-

covered ondemand. Though the time to establish a
new route may be greater than that in the previously
discussed schemes, this scheme would be eÆcient for
MBS backbone routing in RDNs, since the low mobil-
ity nature of the MBS netw ork is suitable for a demand
based routing approach.
Cluster based schemes form clusters of MHs and

assign a leader for eac h cluster which collects neigh-
borhood information from other cluster nodes and re-
sponds to routing queries.
In addition to a suitable routing scheme to be used

over the MBS backbone, a scheme for eÆcient recov-
ery from the partitioned state is also required. None
of the routing schemes explained above consider MBS
or BS failure. Also, they do not achiev ethe goal of
localizing the e�ects of failure, that would make the
failure and recovery mechanism completely transpar-
en t to the rest of the network.

6 Conclusions

We studied the e�ect of MBS mobility and presence of
a wireless backbone on routing in RDNs. We conclude
that the routing problem is best approached by treat-
ing the MBS network as a low mobility ad-hoc netw ork
and a demand based routing protocol (like Dynamic
Source Routing) would be most feasible since periodic
routing information exc hange schemes would impose
a high overhead. We propose a gateway routing mech-
anism that leads to eÆcient reco very from single/bulk
MH partitioning and which satis�es eÆciency and sim-

plicit y objectives. The goal is to isolate the e�ects of
cluster formations and in tra-cluster hand-o�s in the
partitioned region from the rest of the netw ork.This
is done by adding intelligence ingatew ay nodes that
no wact as cluster heads by forming a tree of parti-
tioned MHs rooted at themselves.
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